Abstract This systematic review investigated whether healthy older adults benefit from training interventions in motor-cognitive dual-task (DT) situations and which specific aspects of the intervention and/or task selection contribute to training benefits. Training effects were analysed with regard to the training programme (e.g., general ST or DT training) and task conditions (e.g., standing or walking, complexity of secondary cognitive task). Literature was searched via OVIDsp (Medline, EMBASE, PsycINFO). DT studies were included by the following criteria: (1) investigation of at least one motor task, (2) assessment of DT performance outcomes on standing or walking, (3) conduction of an intervention, and (4) investigation of older adults in an experimental-control group design or an old-young comparison. Thirteen studies met all inclusion criteria. Four types of interventions were identified: (1) general single-task (ST) motor training, (2) specific ST motor training, (3) general DT training, and (4) task-related (specific) DT training. For DT standing conditions only DT interventions improved motor performance, whereas DT walking also benefits by ST training. Most benefits on motor and cognitive performance seem to be reached by DT training interventions whereas a GST produced lowest effects. Thus, balance orientated motor and cognitive DT performance in healthy older adults can be improved by performance related exercises. Furthermore, to reach beneficial effects, it seems necessary that the training intervention includes a certain level of exercise load such as rising difficulties, appropriate intensity and duration, a certain level of task specificity, and variable task prioritization. The transfer of training effects into everyday situations needs to be further investigated.
Introduction
Most daily activities require the management of motorcognitive tasks while simultaneously processing external information: for example, crossing a street while observing traffic flow or thinking about the shopping list while carrying a cup of tea from one room to another. These motorcognitive interactions can be described as motor-cognitive dual-task (DT) performance. Studies have shown that older adults perform more poorly than younger adults when simultaneously engaged in cognitive and balance or walking tasks simultaneously [95] . In daily life situations this is, for example, associated with an increased fall risk [2, 20] .
DT paradigms have been used to examine age-related changes in motor-cognitive performance and cognitive capacities. Motor and cognitive performance declines in DT situations are considered in light of several theoretical positions: The central bottleneck theory states that due to an information processing bottleneck only one task can be processed at a time; processing of a second task cannot commence until the first is complete. This bottleneck usually results in a longer response time for one of the two tasks within a DT paradigm [52, 53, 92] . The four-dimensional multiple resource model [95] proposes that there will be greater interference between two tasks to the extent that they share stages, sensory modalities, processing codes, and channels of visual information. Finally, the attentional resource theory suggests that declines in motor-cognitive functioning under DT conditions result from interference caused by competing demands for attentional resources. This results in less attention available to each task [32] . Motor-cognitive functioning is expected to deteriorate in complex situations if there are fewer resources available for performance than are required. Theories differ in whether the resources are assumed to be a single, general-purpose unit or structure [32] or whether multiple resources are assumed, such as modalities of stimulus input or response modes [48, 94] .
Age is assumed to be associated with reduced processing efficiency (e.g., nerve conduction speed, fluid intelligence) [27, 33] . Additionally, it is proposed that motor aspects of performance, like walking, are increasingly in need of cognitive control and supervision with advancing age [4, 38] . For example, it has been shown that gait and balance, as in seemingly simple tasks like routine walking, are rather complex motor tasks [25] and require a large amount of higher-level cognitive input [103] . Proposed mechanisms that necessitate the need for greater cognitive control include sensory losses, impaired or less automated motor and cognitive performance, and declines in the efficiency of cognitive control [4, 38] . The reduced capacity hypothesis suggests that a motor task exerts a higher demand on the attentional resources of older than of younger adults to achieve the same performance level. Due to this, DT costs appear to be greater in older than in young adults [1] . In a review of meta-analyses and a meta-analysis on cognitive DT performance Verhaeghen and co-workers [87] concluded that older adults' processing costs emerge under DT conditions and that these age-associated deficits in cognitive DT performance exist over and beyond the effect of general age-related cognitive slowing [88] .
Besides the higher-level of cognitive input required by gait and balance [103] , walking in older adults is generally characterized by a lower velocity, cadence, stride length, and swing phase and standing is characterized with increased postural sway thus seems to be more difficult for older as compared to younger adults [37] . For motor-cognitive DT performance while standing or walking results are heterogeneous. Whereas, some study results revealedsimilar to the cognitive DT studies -that the concurrent performance of a static or dynamic balance tasks (i.e., standing or walking) and a cognitive task leads to increased postural sway and reduced stability while standing or walking, i.e., DT costs increase with increasing task demands [26, 73, 96] , more and more research results illustrated that the effects of a DT situation on motor outcomes are specific. One typical finding is that under certain DT conditions, involving a standing or walking task and a visual cognitive task, postural sway decreases and stability increases. For example, Stoffregen et al. [74, 75] revealed that during the concurrent performance of a balance task and a visual observation task postural sway is reduced indicating that postural stability is necessary to manage the secondary task, i.e., focus on the observation object (e.g., [41] ). Other findings are that balance performance is improved in the most challenging DT situations (e.g., [17, 76] ) and that the size of the observed age effects in DT situations is modulated by task similarity or task complexity, respectively [5, 8, 26] , and temporal constraints [42, 88] . Furthermore, task prioritization seems to be an important performance factor within motor-cognitive DT studies. In a literature review, Schäfer and Schumacher (cf. [58] ) pointed out that older adults show a tendency to prioritize gait performance over the cognitive task, which might be explained by protecting oneself from falls [58] . Furthermore, a significant association between changes in DT performance and an increased fall risk in older adults has been shown, especially in frail older adults and adults with a history of falls [5, 70, 72] . That is, older adults with a history of falls performed more inefficient in DT situations than healthy older or younger adults, indicating that fallers might have problems to shift attention in DT situations and in turn to prioritize gait [58] .
All these findings suggest that motor-cognitive performance changes in gait and balance control under DT conditions are a result of task settings, selection of motor and secondary cognitive task, study designs and examined target groups. Schäfer and Schumacher [58] proposed an inverted U-shape relationship between the efficacy of postural control and concurrent cognitive demands suggesting that focusing exclusively on a simple motor task like standing (which is usually performed automatically) leads to performance decrements, whereas a certain amount of cognitive load (secondary cognitive task) leads to improved motor performance, e.g., postural stability. When the cognitive load is further increased motor performance again might decline.
Over the last decades, it has been shown that systematic motor and cognitive training can improve older adults' cognitive and motor performance and reduce the number of disabilities [11, 51, 69] . For example, balance and coordination training as well as Tai Chi seem to gain high benefits for fall prevention (for a review, see [21, 61] ); and the precision of task managing and attentional allocation stays at a high level in older adults when they were given adequate practice or feedback [7, 54] .
Also improvements in motor-cognitive DT performance through training and practice have been investigated. Most DT training studies examined the effects of cognitive training on cognitive DT performance in older and younger adults [7, 8, 81 ] using different cognitive ST or DT settings [54] . The number of motor-cognitive DT training studies, however, also increased during the last years. One key assumption of motor-cognitive DT training is that it frees up cognitive resources that were previously used to monitoring motor and/or cognitive performance [7] . Thus, older adults are able to use these resources to improve their motor and/or cognitive performance under DT conditions. Whereas earlier studies mainly focused on motor-cognitive driving tasks (e.g., [81] ), recent studies start to investigate DT training paradigms by the use of standing and walking tasks with a special focus on fall prevention [65] . In a first review of Pichierri and colleagues [56] , cognitive and motor-cognitive DT interventions which aimed to improve physical functioning in healthy or mild cognitive impaired older adults were summarized. The review cross-referenced to only seven DT interventions [62, 63, 65-67, 82, 104] showing positive effects of DT interventions on physical functioning. Following Pichierri et al. [56] , the results of the included DT studies did not allow defining a training methodology with greatest effectiveness to improve physical functioning. Moreover the outcome results did not explicitly focus on functional improvements in motor-cognitive DT situations (two of the DT studies did not report DT performance as an outcome measurement [62, 63] or the influence of the task characteristics of the cognitive task on motor-cognitive DT performance. A review by SegevJacubovski and colleagues [60] summarized studies that evaluated the effects of cognitive therapy on fall risks referring to eight motor-cognitive [12, 29, 59, 60, 67, 101, 102, 104] and two cognitive DT interventions [39, 85] . The samples were heterogeneous, since healthy older adults (n=5) and patients (n=5; Stroke, Parkinson's disease, Dementia) were included. Results were mixed with regard to positive effects on cognitive, motor or motor-cognitive DT performance. Nonetheless, the authors suggested using multimodality interventions that combine motor and cognitive therapy, to reduce fall risks. Interestingly, also the two reviewed cognitive DT studies [39, 85] have been shown to improve DT motor-cognitive performance. To our knowledge, these are the only studies that used a cognitive DT intervention to improve motor-cognitive DT performance. Thus, we did not include them into our review.
Overall, both reviews included different DT studies and healthy as well as patient populations. Thus, it is still unknown under which conditions training might be beneficial for motor-cognitive DT task performance. That is, for example, what kind of DT training, a task specific or rather general motor or cognitive or combined motor-cognitive training might help to improve balance and/or gait and cognitive performance in situations that require managing a cognitive and a standing or walking task simultaneously? Beyond that it remains unclear to what extent the characteristics and complexity of the motor and cognitive task (e.g., visually determined cognitive task [75] , standing or walking motor task) might influence DT training success [58] .
Up to now, there is no systematic review on training effects of motor-cognitive DT performance for healthy older adults which focus on standing and walking performance considering the effects of different types of training on cognitivemotor DT performance. Thus, we conducted a systematic review to investigate under which conditions older adults benefit from training interventions in motor-cognitive DT situations which require managing a given standing or walking task and a cognitive task. We analysed whether training effects differed with regard to the training programme and/or the task conditions (e.g., standing and walking motor task, complexity/character of secondary cognitive task).
The main questions to be answered were & Which types of training programmes (specific versus general training, ST versus DT training) are most effective to improve DT performance? That is, which training effects on ST and DT motor performance while standing or walking were reported and which benefits for cognitive performance under ST and DT conditions were described with regard to different types of intervention? & Do the training effects differ between different complex cognitive tasks/cognitive tasks with different characteristics and between different standing and walking tasks?
The results of this review have an important impact on developing and conducting appropriate DT interventions, especially in fall prevention, that might be used to maintain motor and cognitive performance in complex daily life situations and thus the functional abilities of older adults.
Methods

Database sources and search terms
Databases were systematically searched by using OVIDsp to search in Medline (1950 to 2011, Week 52), EMBASE (1980 to 2011, Week 52) and PsycINFO (1806 to 2011, Week 52). All searches were undertaken using the same search strategy and key terms (cf. Table 1 for search stages and the number of paper retained in each database and search stage). The search query consisted of a combination of relevant text words (aligned within Thesaurus). The methodological filters used were: healthy older adults ≥65 years, no brain injuries or cognitive declines, no physical impairments (e.g., using a cane or a walker), no chronic diseases, and English language peer-reviewed articles (cf. Table 1 for more details). In this systematic review a DT training study was defined as a measure of DT performance at pre-and post-test and an intervention that either focused on specific (taskrelated) ST or DT training or on a general (not task related) ST or DT intervention. The following four assessment criteria have been used:
(1) Investigation of at least one motor task (in a DT setting) (2) Assessment of DT performance (pre-post design) (3) Conduction of an intervention (physical or combined motor-cognitive training programme) (4) Investigation of healthy or balance impaired (fallers) older adults in either a randomized control trail (RCT), an experimental-control group design or an old-young comparison
The authors screened the title and the abstract of the selected articles for the inclusion criteria. Full articles were retrieved if they were relevant, or if it was unclear, whether they were relevant after reading the abstract. The included articles were assessed by the authors independently.
Selection criteria
After pre-screening a total of 46 studies were eligible out of the three data bases (cf. Table 1 for the search strategy). Based on titles, studies in languages other than English were excluded (n=1; 78) along with case reports (n=4; [1, 6, 47, 65] ), studies not concerning motor training interventions to improve standing or walking tasks (n=17; [7, 8, 10, 13, 18, 42-44, 46, 49, 54, 64, 68, 71, 81, 90, 91, 97] ), not using a pre-post test or agecomparison design, (n=4: [22, 40, 89, 98] ), not conducted with older adults (n=1; [37] ) or not focusing healthy older adults (n =6; [3, 22, 24, 82, 99, 100] ) were also excluded (cf. Table 5 for excluded studies in the Annex). Finally, a total of 13 studies met all inclusion criteria (cf. Table 2 ) and were included in the review (last search update on December 31, 2011).
To avoid a reporting bias, we included randomized controlled trails (RCTs) as well as relevant age comparison studies and controlled pre-post designs (CPPD; without a randomization procedure). The classification of the quality of the included studies was done with modified criteria by van Tulder and colleagues [83] for Cochrane reviews (cf. criteria a-i in Table 3 ). We added three more criteria which were not included by van Tulder and colleagues [83] but relevant for the outcomes of this review: j, appropriate description of the intervention (content, intensity, duration); j, appropriate description of the measurements; l, adequate report of measurement results and statistics. For each criteria (n=12) one point was given and points were summarized to the quality score. Eight out of the points were given for the modified van Tulder et al. [83] criteria and three for the additional methodological criteria. In sum the highest quality would be reached by 8+3 point. The quality score needs to be ≥5+2 for a study of high quality (and ≥4+2 for the age comparison studies, because some of the methodological criteria like randomization are not relevant for agecomparison studies). All studies with a score of <5+2 are defined as of lower quality. Moreover we reported some general methodological issues (cf. column general marks).
Six of the included studies were RTCs [23, 29, 66, 67, 80, 93] . All six studies, except that of Hall et al. [23] , were of high quality. Also the two identified age comparison studies conducted by Dault and Frank and Doumas and colleagues [18, 19] reached high-quality scores. From the five included CPPD studies [9, 28, 35, 79, 104] , only one [104] could be considered high quality. The other four [9, 28, 35, 79] had methodological deficits as described in Table 3 .
Results
Classification of included studies
We classified included studies in an overview table (cf. 2. "corresponding task$" or "coupled task$" or "dual task$" or "dual task paradigm$" or "secondary task" or "conflicting task" or "task priori#ation" or "inattentional blindness" YA younger adults, BF biofeedback training, VR virtual reality training, F fallers, NF non-fallers. Intervention: n.a. not applicable, s session, p.w. per week, w. week, m. month, GDT general DT training, GST general ST motor training, SST specific ST motor training, SDT task-related DT training. Motor task: COP center of pressure, RMS root mean square, RMSE root mean square error, AP anterior/posterior, ML medial/lateral, BBS Berg Balance Scale, TUG Timed up and go, OLB one-leg balance. Cognitive task: CP controlled processing, EC executive control, PS processing speed; stimulus-response:
-Participants (number of participants, age, gender) -Study aim -Type of intervention and training duration -Motor task (standing or walking) and measurement -Cognitive task (executive control, controlled processing, processing speed, visuospatial task; cf. [14] ) measurement -Type of stimulus and stimulus-response in the cognitive task (auditory, verbal, visual, motor)
The differentiation of the cognitive task was based on the categorization suggested by Colcombe and Kramer [14] who differentiated between processing speed task (i.e., tasks that represent a measure of low-level neurological functioning such as simple reaction time), visuospatial processing tasks (i.e., tasks that measure the ability to transform or remember visual-spatial information), controlled processing tasks (i.e., tasks that require at least some cognitive control), and executive control tasks (i.e., tasks related to planning, inhibition and scheduling of mental processes).
The included studies (cf. Table 2 ) were heterogeneous and differed in:
-Methodological quality (cf. Table 3 ).
-Sample size (from 13 [104] up to 134 [80] participants).
-Investigated motor tasks: Seven studies investigated standing tasks [9, 16, 17, 28, 29, 35, 93] . Four studies examined walking [66, 67, 80, 104] , and two studies combined walking and standing tasks [23, 79] to analyse intervention effects on DT performance. -Measurements of motor performance: A variety of different tests and clinical assessments were used to describe motor performance while standing and walking. To examine motor performance in standing tasks, four studies [28, 29, 35, 79] used clinical tests, like the Berg Balance Scale (BBS), Timed up and go (TUG) or the Community Balance and mobility scale (CB&M). Seven studies investigated standing motor performance by the use of biomechanical assessments like force platforms or other measurements of COP sway displacements [9, 16, 17, 23, 28, 80, 93] and two studies [29, 35] used both types of testing. To observe walking performance, three studies used clinical assessments (e.g., TUG [23, 28, 104] ) and five studies used measurements to gain precise biomechanical markers like gait variability, velocity, cadende, and stride length -for example, a gait mat with sensors or a kinematic system [66, 67, 79, 80, 104] . One study [23] used both kinds of testing to report walking performance. -Complexity of the cognitive task: The majority of studies applied cognitive tasks focusing on controlled processes (n=5; [23, 66, 67, 80, 93] ) or executive control tasks (n=4; [18, 29, 66, 104] ). Three studies examined processing speed tasks [9, 28, 35] and only one study used a visuospatial task [16] . Another study did not specify the cognitive task [79] . -Stimulus-response of the cognitive task: a preference for verbal responses can be observed with most studies applying an auditory (n=8; [9, 23, 28, 35, 66, 67, 80, 93] ) or a visual cognitive stimulus (n=3; [16, 17, 23] ) with a verbal response. One study used an auditory task with a motor response [104] . Again one study did not specify the stimulus-response [79] . -Training duration (from nine trials with a duration of 9 min within one session [16] up to about 52 sessions across 12 months with a total duration of 3,120 min [80] .
Description of the types of training interventions used in the included studies A special focus of this review lain in the analysis of the training interventions used to improve motor-cognitive DT performance and to define a training methodology with greatest effectiveness for motor-cognitive performance under DT conditions. For the type of intervention we differentiated between task-related (specific) training, i.e., either only the examined motor or cognitive task alone (specific ST training [SST]) has been trained or both examined motor and cognitive tasks have been trained simultaneously (specific DT training) in a fixed modality, and general training, i.e., variable task conditions in different modalities have been conducted, such as a general balance training or fall prevention programme or a motor biofeedback training focusing on the motor task (general ST training [GST]), or a general balance/gait training combined with secondary tasks (general DT training [GDT]). Consequently, four types of interventions were identified: (1) GST, (2) SST, (3) GDT, and (4) task-related (specific) DT training (SDT) (cf. see below for a more detailed description).
General ST training
GST was defined as an intervention in which tasks differed from the ones used in pre-and post-tests, but only one component of the DT situation (here motor performance) was trained. In six studies GST training was used [9, 23, 29, 35, 66, 67] . Two studies investigated the effects of GST (general balance or a walking training) on DT walking performance [66, 67] , one study focused on the effects of GST on walking and standing performance ( [23] ; results will be reported for standing and walking), and three studies used GST training to examine specific effects on DT balance performance while standing [9, 29, 35] .
Types of GST different between the studies: Two studies used a biofeedback training [9, 35] . In the biofeedback training of Lajoie [35] (60 min, two times/week, 8 weeks), participants were able to view their own COP displacements by the movement of a cursor and were asked to minimize the cursor movements. The feedback was reduced from 100 % to 30 % from the first to the last session. Bisson and colleagues [9] compared a similar biofeedback training protocol (GST) with a virtual reality training (GDT, for the virtual reality training cf. GDT) (30 min, two times/week, 10 weeks). Participants were instructed to move a cursor to specific directions viewed on a screen by controlling their COP displacements. One study [23] used a general Tai Chi intervention (90 min, two times/week, 12 weeks) compared to a not further described control group. In three studies [29, 66, 67] GST (general balance exercises combined with walking elements [66, 67] or strength training [29] served as a control condition to compare GST training with GDT training (e.g., calculating or visual observing tasks; cf. below) gains ( [29] : 24 sessions, 60 min/session [66, 67] : 12 sessions, 45 min/session). The goal of these three interventions was to investigate whether GDT training ( [66, 67] : DT balance training either with fixed or variable priority; [29] : balance and strength training plus calculating or visual observing tasks) was more effective to improve DT balance performance for standing [29] and walking [66, 67] tasks than GST training.
Specific ST training
SST includes the training of the motor task that is also used as outcome measure. Only one study [104] investigated the effect of an SST to investigate DT walking performance, and no SST study for standing was found. Here, the SST served as a control group compared to SDT training. The intervention consisted of walking while listening to music over headphones as a placebo intervention (SST) and of walking while performing an additional cognitive task presented via headphones (SDT, cf. below) (18 sessions, 30 min/session).
General DT training
GDT means that the training includes a variety of DTs in combination with balance or walking performance. The training tasks differ from the test situations. These kinds of interventions were identified in eight of the included studies [9, 28, 29, 66, 67, 79, 80, 93] . Four studies investigated the influence of GDT on DT balance performance during standing conditions [9, 28, 29, 93] . One study examined both, effects on standing and walking performance ( [79] results will be reported for standing and walking), and three studies examined effects of their GDT on DT walking performance [66, 67, 80] . Table 3 Quality scores and remarks of the included studies x "yes" score, u "unclear" score, free fields "not relevant"; -"no" score, (x) "was done, but with general remarks", RCT ES effect size, SS sample size a -acceptable method of randomization; b -concealed treatment allocation; c -similar group values at baseline; dblinded assessor; e -avoided or similar cointerventions; f -acceptable compliance; g -acceptable dropout rate; h -similar timing of the outcome assessment in all groups; i -intention-totreat analysis; h -appropriate description of the intervention (content, intensity, duration); jappropriate description of the measurements; k -adequate report of measurement results and statistics x ---u u u u -x x (x) 1+2 k: statistical information missing, e.g., ES Hiyamazu [29] x x x x u u x u -x x x 5+3 Silsudapol [66] x x x x x x x x x x x (x) 9+2 Small SS Silsudapol [67] x x x x x x x x x x x (x) 9+2 Small SS Trombetti [80] (x) u x x u u x x x x x x 5+3 Randomization process unclear Westlake [93] x x -u x x x x -x x (x) 6+2
Age comparison designs Dault [16] x x x x -x x (x) 4+2 6 trails only -f+g implicit Doumas [18] x u x x -x x x 4+2 g suggested out of d and f
Bisson [9] -u x u x u x x -x x (x) 4+2 g suggested out of d and f
Heiden and
Lajoie [28] x --x u u u x -x x (x) 3+2 Randomization process was weak
Lajoie [79] --x u u u u x -x x x 2+3 Toulotte [79] x u u u x -(x) x (x) 2+1 a: classification in faller/non-faller; k: statistical information missing, e.g., ES You [104] x u x u x x x x -x x (x) 6+2
Again, as mentioned for GST, intervention programmes differed between the studies.
Most of the interventions (n=6 [29, 66, 67, 79, 80, 93] ) performed a general balance or fall prevention programme including balance, strength and walking tasks combined with different cognitive tasks. Two of them used tasks like reciting poems, calculating numbers, or visual spatial cognitive tasks ( [93] ; 24 sessions,60 min/week, 8 weeks; [29] ; 24 sessions, 60 min/session], another two conducted a task priority training for fall prevention ( [66, 67] : 12 sessions within 4 weeks, 45 min/session) related to Bherer and colleagues [8] , that is, either performing DTs with a fixed priority or with switching priority between the tasks (variable priority). As mentioned above, these task priority training groups were compared with a GST training group. One study [80] combined different balancing and walking task together with cognitive music tasks, e.g., react on rhythmic changes (52 sessions of 60 min). One study did not specify the content of the additional cognitive tasks in the fall prevention intervention ( [79] ; two sessions of 60 min/week, 12 weeks).
Finally, two studies [9, 28] used virtual reality games as a DT biofeedback training. Bisson and colleagues [9] asked their participants to juggle a virtual ball with additional real-time visual feedback (two sessions of 60 min/week, 8 weeks) and [28] used a virtual tennis game (two sessions of 30 min/week, 8 weeks). In both studies, participants were asked to compensate COP displacements simultaneously, i.e., while observing a virtual ball and using arm movements to hit the ball.
Specific Dual Task training (SDT)
Three studies used SDT to examine its influence on DT balance performance while standing [16, 17] or walking [104] . As described for the SST, we categorized training as specific when the training tasks are the same as the tested tasks. In all these studies, participants trained first under ST and then under DT conditions, so that the tasks increased in difficulty or complexity over the course of training. One study used a control group design [104] and two an age comparison design [16, 17] . Both age comparison studies combined standing tasks ( [17] ; ST and DT standing on a fixed or moving platform; [16] ; standing on a force platform) with secondary cognitive tasks. The secondary cognitive tasks during the training interventions differed between the studies. Dault and Frank [16] used a visuospatial task (Manekin Test; 9 min with nine 60-s trials), Doumas and colleagues [17] an n-back memory task (11 sessions of 30 min each), and You and colleagues [104] a memorizing computing task (18 sessions of 30 min over 6 weeks).
Results sorted by training types
In the following, results will be reported separately for standing and walking outcome tasks with regard to the four different training interventions. Standing and walking were separated because of the different complexity of motor control [25] and movement coordination [25] that are needed to maintain static (standing) or dynamic (walking) balance (Table 4) .
Effects of GST training on motor and cognitive performance under single-task (ST) and DT conditions Standing Effects on DT and ST standing performance All four GST balance training interventions which examined DT standing performance [9, 23, 29, 35] failed to improve DT balance performance while standing (with a Tai Chi intervention [23] , with a balance programme [29] , and with an ST biofeedback training [9, 35] ). Three studies, however, found improvements of motor performance under ST condition [9, 23, 35] , whereas one study [29] found no effects on ST motor performance.
Effects on DT and ST cognitive performance Effects on cognitive performance under ST and DT conditions were, unfortunately, not systematically reported or investigated. Only the two GST studies that used biofeedback reported increased performance in a cognitive processing speed task (auditory-verbal task) [9, 35] under DT conditions. Cognitive ST effects were only investigated by Hiyamazu et al. [29] (trail making a and b test) showing no effect of GST.
Walking Effects on DT and ST motor performance
In contrast to the results for standing performance, two out of three [23, 66, 67] studies that investigated the effects of GST on ST and DT motor performance while walking found positive effects on DT motor performance. That is, two studies [66, 67] found improvements in walking performance in a narrow walk while counting backwards in 3 s (auditory-verbal controlled processing task) after their general balance and coordination programmes. GST by Hall and colleagues [23] , however, failed to improve walking performance in an obstacle course under DT conditions (verbal reaction on a green light; visual verbal controlled processing task) after a Tai Chi training, whereas the nonexercising control group (no information given) increased DT walking performance. Also, effects on ST walking performance were found by the two studies of Silsupadol and colleagues [66, 67] and by Hall and co-workers [23] for the control (without an intervention) and experimental group.
Effects on ST and DT cognitive performance All three GST interventions which investigated training impacts on gait [23, 66, 67] did not report any positive ↓ performance increased MP motor performance, CP cognitive performance, DTC dual task costs, n.s. not significant, n.a. not applicable (no information given in the text, not applicable to study design), Y young adults, O older adults, F faller, NF non-faller outcomes for DT cognitive performance for auditory verbal controlled processes tasks while walking. Effects on ST cognitive performances (auditory-verbal calculating controlled processing task) were only evaluated by Silsupadol and colleagues (a) [66] failing to show positive effects.
Effects of SST training on motor and cognitive performance under ST and DT conditions
Standing No study available.
Walking Effects on DT and ST motor performance The only SST study [104] examined training effects on walking performance showing improved DT walking performance (walking variability) after training.
Effects on DT and ST cognitive performance The cognitive performance (remembering auditory presented word lists or calculating tasks) under DT conditions did not improve in the study of You et al. [104] ST motor or cognitive performance was not reported.
Effects of GDT training on motor and cognitive performance under ST and DT conditions while standing Standing Effects on DT and ST motor performance
Only two [79, 93] out of five studies [9, 28, 29, 79, 93] found or reported improvements of motor performance while standing under DT conditions after balance and coordination exercises with nonspecific DTs like reciting poems or calculation tasks. Toulotte and colleagues [79] showed improved one leg balance for their examined fallers and non-fallers (DT condition was not further described). In the study of Westlake and Culham [93] , the participants were able to compensate COP displacements while performing a visual-verbal letter counting task (controlled processing). Under ST conditions all GDT interventions, except of Hiyamazu and co-workers [29] , were able to improve standing performance.
Effects on DT and ST cognitive performance Improvements of DT cognitive performance while performing a standing task were reported by three of the five studies [9, 28, 29] . They all used force platform measurements to report COP displacements or COP sway. Bisson et al. [9] and Hiyamazu et al. [29] used an auditory-verbal processing speed task, whereas [29] used a visual-verbal executive control task (Stroop task) . Only Hiyamazu and colleagues [29] investigated cognitive performance under ST conditions. Their intervention group improved in a trail making test.
Walking Effects on DT and ST motor performance
All four studies [66, 67, 79, 80] stated improvements in the examined gait tasks (i.e., cadence, stride length, single support time, walking speed, narrow walk,) after a GDT intervention. Also, under ST conditions, all four GDT interventions [66, 67, 79, 80] improved walking performance (e.g., walking speed, narrow walk).
Effects on DT and ST cognitive performance Only two studies [66, 67] described effects of GDT on cognitive performance under DT conditions. Silsupadol and co-workers [66, 67] , who trained a fixed focus of attention in comparison to a variable focus of attention, reported improvements in a task requiring controlled processing. In addition, Silsupadol et al. [66] used a transfer task (executive control task [Stroop task]), but failed to show transfer effects. Under ST conditions positive results for cognitive performance (auditory-verbal counting backwards task; controlled processing) were reported by only the study of Silsupadol et al. [66] .
Effects of SDT training on motor and cognitive performance under ST and DT conditions
Standing Effects on DT and ST motor performance Whereas Doumas and colleagues [18] reported improvements for older and younger adults to compensate COP displacements while performing an executive visual-verbal n-back task (executive control) after a SDT training, Dault and Frank [16] did not find increased motor performance (COP displacements) while performing a visual-verbal visuospatial task. In addition, only Doumas and colleagues [18] investigated ST performance while standing. They found improvements for older as well as for younger adults under ST condition on a fixed or moving platform (reduced COP displacements).
Effects on DT and ST cognitive performance Although not able to show positive effects of SDT on motor performance under DT conditions, the intervention of Dault and Frank [16] led to positive effects on cognitive performance (visual-verbal visuospatial task). Doumas and colleagues [18] did not report any results for cognitive performance; however, they found decreased DTC (executive n-back task) in their test situation for the older and the younger participants. Both SDT studies did not report ST cognitive performance while standing.
Walking Effects on DT and ST motor performance As reported above, You and co-workers [104] used a SDT in comparison to a SST. They trained the examined cognitive task (remembering auditory presented word lists or calculating tasks) while walking and did not find positive effect for DT walking performance in the experimental group (but in the control group).
Effects on DT and ST cognitive performance You et al. [104] , however, confirmed positive improvements for the cognitive task (auditory-manual executive task) under DT conditions. Results for motor or cognitive performance under ST conditions were not reported.
Summary of the main results of the training interventions and study aims
The main questions were as follows: which types of training programmes (specific versus general training, ST versus DT training) are most effective to improve DT performance and which training effects on ST and DT motor performance while standing or walking were reported?
Benefits on motor performance under ST and DT conditions:
& DT motor performance while standing was improved by three of the eight included training interventions. Two of them used GDT [79, 93] and one SDT [18] . The GDT improved one leg balance in fallers and non-fallers [79] and increased postural stability after mechanical induced displacements of the COP [93] . The SDT improved postural sway on a moving force platform [18] . & DT motor performance while walking was improved by seven of the 13 interventions, either by the use of ST (n=2 GST [66, 67] ; n=1 SST [104] or DT (n=4 GDT [66, 67, 79, 80] ) interventions. The only type of intervention that revealed no effect on DT walking performance was SDT ( [104] ; note that only one study is available). The main motor outcomes were improved walking parameters like cadence for GDT [79] , gait variability and walking speed (GDT [66, 67, 79, 80] , GST [66, 67] , SST [104] , and narrow walk GST and GDT [66, 67] ). & Additional benefits on ST motor performance while standing were reached by all interventions except of the GST and GDT by Hiyamazu and colleagues [29] and the SDT by Dault and Frank [16] . & Positive changes on ST walking performance were reached by all of the GST [23, 66, 67] and GDT [28, 66, 67, 79, 80] studies which included ST walking measurements. Only for the SST and SDT training of You et al. [104] no changes in ST walking performance were reported.
Benefits on cognitive performance under ST and DT conditions:
& DT cognitive performance while standing was improved by five out of six studies using GST [9, 35] , GDT [9, 28, 29] or SDT [16] . Positive effects were found for processing speed of auditory-verbal tasks [9, 28] , a visualverbal executive Stroop test [29] and a visual-verbal visuospatial task [16] . The SDT of Doumas and colleagues [18] did not report DT cognitive performance separately, but they found decreased DTC for an executive n-back task. Effects of SST on DT cognitive performance were not examined. & Eight studies examined DT cognitive performance while walking. Most of the ST training studies (three studies using GST [23, 66, 67] and the study performing SST [104] ) found no benefits on cognitive DT abilities. In contrast, three of the eight GDT programmes [28, 66, 67] and the SDT conducted by You et al. [104] increased the cognitive DT performance, either in an auditoryverbal processing speed task [28] or in more complex controlled processing tasks [66, 67, 104] . & ST cognitive performance while standing was only examined in two studies by the use of different types of interventions: Hiyamazu et al. [29] for GST and GDT (trail making test), Doumas et al. [18] for SDT (n-back executive control task). Again, effects of SST on DT cognitive performance were not examined. & Only one walking study [66] reported improved ST cognitive performance after GDT. No SST or SDT investigation analysed or reported ST cognitive performance measurements. For GST only one study [29] examined ST cognitive performance and failed to induce positive effects. & In sum, intervention effects on cognitive performance were less investigated (only in nine studies for DT conditions [9, 16, 18, 28, 29, 35, 66, 67, 104] and in two studies for ST conditions [29, 66] ) than on motor performance. Based on the results, one might assume that there is an advantage in DT training, either GDT or SDT, to improve cognitive performance. Due to the low evidence, results have to be interpreted carefully. In addition, most studies used controlled processing tasks with an auditory-verbal stimulus-response. Thus, it is difficult to state a clear advantage or benefits of a specific task complexity or stimulusresponse condition.
Discussion
The aim of this review was to investigate whether healthy older adults benefit from training interventions in DT situations with the need of balance control while standing or walking. We focused on the training effects with regard to the type of training (specific or general ST or DT training) and the task conditions (standing or walking) as well as the complexity of the secondary cognitive task. The results of the different training interventions were heterogeneous and differed with regard to the training protocol (general or specific ST/DT training) and between standing and walking.
First of all, most studies used a GDT (n=8), followed by a GST (n=6), a specific DT training (n=3) and an SST (n=1). Whereas all four types of training interventions were used in walking studies, no SST has been conducted for standing.
Effects on motor performance
When looking at general and specific ST training, it becomes clear that ST motor training seems not to be beneficial to improve standing performance under DT conditions (note: no SST for standing is available). Because two GST studies [28, 29] used clinical assessments, where standing was part of a comprehensive test battery, and because Hiyamazu and colleagues [29] did not find any improvements, one can only suggest that GST improves functional capacities while standing. One has, however, to consider that there were no STT, but five GST studies for standing available.
On the contrary, ST training seems to be (at least partly) able to benefit walking performance, either GST (two out of three studies [66, 67] : walking in a narrow walk) or SST [104] . Surprisingly, the not further described control group in the study of Hall and colleagues [23] improved DT performance in an obstacle avoidance course. This might be due to the design of the training programme or due to the outcome measures used to asses DT performance.
We can only speculate why ST training is more beneficial to improve walking than standing performance under DT conditions. GST studies, however, were able to improve ST standing (four out of five studies) and walking (three out of three studies) performance (note: no results reported for specific ST standing interventions). This was true for ST biofeedback [9, 35] and Tai Chi [23] training in standing studies and for balance and coordination trainings in walking studies [66, 67, 104] . This might hint to the fact that a motor training (performed as a GST) particularly improves the trained tasks, i.e., motor performance under ST conditions. Whether this is also true for SST cannot be answered by this review (no studies available), might be, however, plausible to be assumed.
Moreover, specific DT training studies are rare (only three studies used this type of intervention [10, 16, 18] ). Effects of specific DT training on motor performance under DT conditions are again heterogeneous. Only one study [18] reported positive effects on balance performance while standing under ST and DT conditions. The positive results of Doumas et al. [18] might point to the importance of the exercise load, as they systematically increased the task difficulties across the 11 training sessions. As shown by previous studies [13, 18, 36] increasing task difficulties or progressive demands of motor performance seem to be important factors to gain improvements in physical or cognitive functions. Therefore, an appropriate stimulus which is modulated with rising demands might gain higher training effects than training with the same cognitive load or motor demands. The only walking study using a specific DT training [104] gained no effects on walking performance.
The most promising approach to reach motor benefits under DT and ST conditions seem to be a GDT programme. Here, two [79, 93] out of six standing and all four [66, 67, 79, 80] walking studies reported positive effects on standing or walking performance under DT conditions. These results are in line with previous findings of the review by Pichierri et al. [56] . Again, our results indicate that GDT is more effective to improve walking than standing performance. In remains unclear why the programmes show more benefits on walking conditions than on standing performance. Walking is a more complex task than standing. Therefore it might be easier to improve standing tasks. One might assume that standing is not a challenging task and does not need as many resources as walking. Following this hypothesis, the standing performance of healthy older adults might be (already) on a high level and in conclusion cannot be further improved. On the other hand, one has to consider that the recent literature discussed a lot of issues with balance performance measurements while standing (e.g., reliability of COP sway measures and validity for older adults [15, 34, 77] , whereas the gait analysing systems seem to be able to gain more qualitative data sets i.e., for cadence, stride length, single support time and walking speed (e.g., [84] ). Future DT research using standing tasks should validate performance measures under DT conditions and proof whether they are reliable for the investigated cohort.
A further explanation for the positive outcomes of the walking studies might be that in two of them [66, 67] the attentional focus has to be continuously switched (variable task priority). In line with Bherer and colleagues [7, 8] , Silsupadol et al. [66, 67] have shown that DT training with variable task priorities on both tasks seems to be more effective than self-selected or fixed task priority training. It resulted in positive lasting effects on DT motor and cognitive performance [66] . Also, cognitive DT studies [8, 39] that investigated training with different task priorities have shown that training with a variable focus on tasks was successful to increase divided attention performance and reduce DT costs. However, it has to be noted that some of the studies which were included here, like those conducted by Silsupadol et al. [66, 67] , used small sample sizes, and therefore additional future research of the effects of this kind of intervention protocol is needed.
A GDT showed also high benefits on motor performance under ST conditions in five out of seven standing studies programmes [9, 28, 79, 80, 93] and in all four walking studies [66, 67, 79, 80] . The training of balance performance under DT conditions is more complex for motor control and coordination than under ST conditions. DT training requires more motor and cognitive resources than ST training, and in turn, it probably trains attentional control, resource allocation and/or task automation. the summary of the results of DT training programmes gives evidence that some training programmes (GDT and SDT) which showed the most benefits on motor and cognitive DT performance) follow the principle of specificity [45] The Specificity Principle states that training must be conducted from highly general training to highly specific training. It also implies that improvements in a particular exercise or skill are task specific and a result of training or performing that specific exercise or skill. To be a good cyclist, cycling has to be trained, to reveal good specific motor-cognitive DT performance the training has to be either task specific and has to be trained at least under DT conditions. In line with this theory all specific training interventions (SDT) and most of the GDT which were used to improve DT performance resulted in positive effects.
Age is assumed to be associated with reduced processing efficiency (e.g., nerve conduction speed, fluid intelligence) [51] and sensory and motor aspects of performance are increasingly in need of cognitive control and supervision with advancing age [38] . Thus, a given task likely exerts a higher demand on the attentional resources of older as compared to younger adults to achieve the same performance level. A better DT or ST motor performance after training can therefore be interpreted as less attention needed to perform one or two of the trained tasks. Motor practice might lead to automation of the task followed by a release of cognitive resources. Therefore, training interventions might be most beneficial if they improve motor performance to a degree that the motor task is performed more automated and frees up mental resources. We suggest that the high impact on different systems organizing motor control and cognition during GDT interventions leads to greater benefits on resource allocation than a task specific or ST training which only influences one modality. Following this argumentation, general DT practice might free up cognitive resources that were previously used to monitor motor and/or cognitive performance and will also improve performance under ST conditions. However, it is still unclear which dose-response relationships are most effective to improve DT motor-cognitive abilities in older adults. The training duration is one factor that might influence the results. One might assume that lasting effects of motor adaptions require a certain duration of the intervention. The programmes which were described in this review differed in their duration from nine trials with a duration of 9 min within one session [16] up to about 52 sessions across 12 months with a total duration of 3,120 min [80] . When summarizing the results with regard to the training duration, it becomes obvious that the programmes which improved DT standing abilities lasted between 11 sessions with 330 min [18] and 24 sessions with 1,440 min [93] . Programmes that improved walking DT performance lasted from 12 sessions with 540 min [66, 67] up to 52 sessions [80] . Interestingly, positive effects on motor and cognitive performance under DT conditions were already gained with relatively short training protocols (330 min [18] ; 540 min [66, 67] ). This is a further hint that besides the duration, the content for the training protocol (specific/general ST/DT training) might be an important, or even a more important, aspect to induce benefits on DT performance.
Effects on cognitive performance
Unfortunately, many studies did not report effects on DT cognitive procedures. ST training (general or specific) seems to have only weak effects on cognitive performance under ST or DT conditions. Only GST biofeedback training [9, 35] was shown to improve processing speed under DT conditions while standing with an auditory verbal task. Positive effects on ST cognitive performance were reported in one standing ( [29] , trail making test) and one walking study ([66] : auditory verbal controlled processes). For specific DT training, increased cognitive performance under DT was found in both studies (visuospatial task [16] , executive n-back task [18] ) focusing on standing performance and also in the one study addressing walking performance ( [104] ; working memory task). Effects on ST performance were not reported. Most effects on cognitive performance were reported for GDTs. That is, increased DT cognitive performance were found in three studies while standing and two studies while walking (standing [9, 28, 29] ; walking [66, 67] ). Two studies also reported effects on cognitive performance under ST conditions [29, 66] .
A further aim of this review was to understand the influence of the cognitive task complexity and stimulus-response combinations on performance in motor-cognitive DT situations. To our knowledge, no study systematically compared cognitive tasks of different complexity and variations in stimulus-response settings in motor-cognitive tasks. Only few studies have compared the influence of different task settings before (e.g., [10, 18, 55] ). It has been shown that DT costs increase with increasing task demands as a consequence of mentally processing two tasks simultaneously or switching between the tasks (e.g., [10, 55] ). That is, participants might be not able to divide their attentional resources successfully to perform both tasks on a high level. The included studies differed with regard to the complexity and the stimulus-response of the cognitive task (cf. Table 5 ). The most investigated cognitive task in the eligible studies was controlled processing (n=5; [23, 66, 67, 80, 93] ). Three out of this studies reported increased cognitive performance while walking [66, 67, 80] , all of them with a GDT for an auditory-verbal task. Two studies which focused on executive control tasks [29: GDT; 18 : SDT] reported improved cognitive DT performance for an auditory-verbal [18] and a visual-verbal secondary task [29] . Improvements of processing speed task were found by all of the three authors who investigated auditory-verbal processing speed tasks [9, 28] with GST and GDT. Moreover the SDT of [18] increased the performance of a visual-verbal visuospatial task. In sum, DT training (GDT and SDT) programmes were able to improve all task complexities, whereas the GST programmes only showed increased processing speed, which is the lowest task complexity.
Previous findings of a study by Pellechia [55] , where participants had to perform auditory-verbal controlled processing tasks with increasing difficulties (digit reversal, classification, counting backwards by three) while standing, showed increased postural sway with increasing cognitive load. Only two studies covered in this review used cognitive tasks with raising difficulties: the GDT of [80] and the SDT of [18] revealed improvements of executive functions and reduced DT costs while standing [18] . Further studies are needed that use an adaptive design (raising difficulties) and that focus on tasks with a high cognitive load, like executive tasks.
It is also unclear if the modalities of the stimulusresponse influence DT performance as well. Research results illustrated that under specific DT conditions, i.e., when postural stability is necessary to manage the secondary task (visual cognitive tasks), postural sway decreases and stability improves [74, 76] . Here, the cognitive task is sometimes described as a supra-postural task [57, 74, 75] . Therefore motor performance under DT conditions might benefit from sets that need visual information acquisition, whereas task sets that involve internal interfering factors might lead to a reduced motor-cognitive DT performance [2, 31] . As reported, a preference for verbal responses can be observed with most studies applying an auditory (n=8; [9, 28, 66, 67, 80, 93] ) or a visual cognitive stimulus (n=3; [16, 18, 23] ) with a verbal response. One study used an auditory task with a motor response [104] . There were more studies that showed improvements for an auditory-verbal response task but this might be the effect because this was the most used stimulus-response condition.
One might assume that with regard to the reduced capacity hypothesis [32] with increasing cognitive load, less resources are available to manage DT situations and that task managing will be more conflicting if both tasks need the same internal information channel. In this situation, we suppose both tasks have to be processed in one modality and by the use of the same motor coordination processes for response. However, for the small amount of available studies in the current review it remains unclear whether there is an advantage for a specific secondary task or stimulus-response combination. Thus, one can only speculate about the effect of the secondary cognitive task, either the task characteristics or the stimulusresponse mode, on DT performance and we were not able to answer our research questions whether the training effects differ between different complex cognitive tasks/cognitive task with different characteristics. A systematic research on the influence of the task complexity and stimulus-response on DT performance might elucidate the role of cognitive load on adequate resource allocation. We suppose this is needed to conduct appropriate DT training interventions to improve specific DT situations in daily living which include also visual-motor responses like the traffic situation that was described in our introduction. Following this, future training interventions should also consider the stimulus-response mode of the cognitive task and the effect of internal interfering factors.
It is also important to consider whether performance gains can be transferred to other, e.g., everyday tasks. Transfer effects have been only addressed in one study for the cognitive dimension. Silsupadol and co-workers [66] failed to show transfer to a new DT situation using a walking and executive control task. Also cognitive studies -e.g., Owen and colleagues [50] , who found cognitive improvements for all trained tasked after a 6-week computerized cognitive training -failed to reveal transfer effects to untrained (even close related) task. Transfer effects in cognitive training studies have only been shown when the training fulfils specific criteria, i.e., variable or randomized task switch training [30] . This might be a reason why, for example, cognitive DT interventions like a driving intervention [13] or the cognitive training reported by Li et al. [39] , both with a variable task prioritization training, revealed transfer to a new DT situations. Also, a flexible resource allocation or prioritisation of a requested task in motor-cognitive DT situations has been shown to improve DT performance (standing [18] ; walking [86, 103] ). We suppose that variable task prioritization training might help to develop strategies to focus on different tasks and thus promote transfer. For example, when older adults show a tendency to prioritize the (lower-extremity) motor task in DT situations to protect themselves from falls [58] , training interventions on motorcognitive DT performance should build up strategies for task prioritization and switching between tasks as described by Silsupadol and co-workers [66, 67] as well as Bherer and co-workers [8] and Li and colleagues [39] . In line with findings of Segev-Jacubovski and colleagues [60] also our results suggest that multimodality interventions that combine motor and cognitive training should be directed into future DT interventions. They also addressed to use training protocols, to reduce fall risks like done in the studies of Silsupadol and colleagues [66, 67] or Li et al. [39] .
Overall, motor-cognitive DT training results in healthy older adults are heterogeneous. Most benefits for standing and walking DT conditions seem to be reached by general or specific DT trainings. One has, however, to keep in mind that the specific ST and DT interventions as well as the influence of different task complexities are not examines sufficiently. Therefore the results of this review need to be interpreted carefully, cannot be generalized and do not allow defining a training methodology with greatest effectiveness to improve motor-cognitive physical functioning. To identify the most beneficial intervention that improves motorcognitive DT performance of healthy older adults and help them to manage complex daily life situations, more systematic research is needed.
There are some limitations of this review, which have to be considered. First, there are only six RCTs eligible and the included studies differed in methodological quality (cf. Table 2 ). Even for the RCTs, we had some methodological issues like validity of the measurements or unclear randomization process. Furthermore, most of the studies did not clearly report their statistics, thus we were not able to gain data for a meta-analysis. For the GDT programmes one have to consider that four studies reported results for both, standing and walking, which might result in a slight reporting bias. Moreover, we identified only a few SST and SDT studies. Therefore the results for these interventions are limited.
Conclusions
Improvements in motor and cognitive performance in DT situations can be provided with outcome specific and general DT exercises. Results suggest that to improve cognitive and motor performance optimally the training protocols should prefer a DT training over an ST training, include a certain level of exercise load such as rising difficulties, a certain duration and level of task specificity to gain task related adaptations, and variable task prioritization of the training tasks. For practical implications and to provide transfer into everyday situations, the intervention needs to build up rather than general task managing strategies. Future DT training studies should systematically compare of all four training interventions with an RCT, an appropriate sample size, and systematic variations in complexity and stimulus-response conditions of the cognitive task. No intervention
